Specifications TableSubject area*Analytical Chemistry*More specific subject area*Supercritical Water Gasification*Type of data*CSV files*How data was acquired*MarqMetrix All-In-One Raman Spectroscopic Ball Probe*Data format*Baseline Subtracted, Normalized, and Averaged*Experimental factors*Five samples were collected for each experimental condition, each consisting of 20 averages of* 1000 ms *integration time. These five samples were then used to create a mean sample with PEAXACT (Aachen, Germany) quantitative spectroscopy software.*Experimental features*Formic acid was gasified in a continuous supercritical water reactor at temperatures from 300°C to 430°C, at residence times between 4 s and 65 s, at a constant pressure of* 25 MPa*, and with a constant initial formic acid concentration of 3.6 wt%. Spectra were collected in the cold zone of the reactor as described in*[@bib1].Data source location*Seattle, WA, USA*Data accessibility*Data is hosted in Mendeley Data,*[https://doi.org/10.17632/hjn8xwskng](10.17632/hjn8xwskng){#intref0015}*.1*\
*URL*: <https://doi.org/10.17632/hjn8xwskng.1>Related research article*B.R. Pinkard, D.J. Gorman, E.G. Rasmussen, J.C. Kramlich, P.G. Reinhall, I.V. Novosselov, Kinetics of Formic Acid Decomposition in Subcritical and Supercritical Water -- A Raman Spectroscopic Study, Int. J. Hydrog. Energy 44 (2019) 31745--31756.*[https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2019.10.070](10.1016/j.ijhydene.2019.10.070){#intref0025}\
*URL:*<https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2019.10.070>**Value of the Data**•High resolution Raman spectroscopic data clearly illustrates formic acid gasification products and demonstrates efficacy of Raman in monitoring decomposition•Spectra correspond to data presented in Ref. \[[@bib1]\]; researchers can quantitatively link Raman spectra of reaction products to reported product yield mass fractions•Raman spectra clearly illustrate where Raman peaks exist for formic acid, water, sapphire, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, and hydrogen. This can help researchers determine if these compounds are present in their own Raman spectra, or whether Raman is an appropriate tool for quantifying concentrations of other molecules in a similar environment.

1. Data {#sec1}
=======

Raman spectra (.CSV files) presented in the corresponding dataset are high-resolution spectra taken of the effluent stream following the decomposition of formic acid in subcritical or supercritical water. Five replicate spectra are collected for each experimental condition, each consisting of 20 averages with 1000 ms signal integration time. The fluorescent background is removed from each spectrum using a semi-automated baseline subtraction algorithm, which provides consistent data processing over other baseline subtraction methodologies. Spectra are normalized to the major sapphire peak at 418 cm^−1^, to negate variations due to optical effects. The five replicate spectra are used to create a mean spectrum using PEAXACT (Aachen, Germany) quantitative spectroscopy software.

2. Experimental design, materials, and methods {#sec2}
==============================================

Formic acid is gasified in a continuous supercritical water reactor at temperatures between 300 and 430 °C, residence times between 4 and 65 s, a constant pressure of 25 MPa, and a constant initial formic acid concentration of 3.6 wt%. The supercritical water reactor is designed to operate at pressures up to 35 MPa and temperatures up to 560 °C. A general system schematic is shown in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The reactor is constructed from 6.35 mm Inconel 625 tubing with an inner diameter of 3.05 mm, and the reactor section used for these experiments has an internal volume of 18.6 mL.Fig. 1Schematic of the University of Washington supercritical water gasification reactor.Fig. 1

HPLC pumps provide user-defined flow rates of reagent and water into the reaction environment, while a back pressure regulator controls internal pressure. Water is preheated prior to reagent injection, to establish a clear reaction starting point, and a custom mixing section ensures rapid heating and mixing of the reagent. A radiant cylinder heater surrounds the coiled reactor section to maintain isothermal conditions, which are monitored with Type-K thermocouples in contact with the flow at multiple locations. A vertically oriented heat exchanger quenches high-temperature reactions after the reactor section. A more thorough discussion on the reactor design can be found in Ref. \[[@bib1]\].

A Raman immersion ball probe from MarqMetrix (Seattle, WA) is located immediately after the heat exchanger for *in situ* monitoring of product species in the quenched effluent stream. The Raman spectroscopic cell is positioned in the cold reactor zone (25 °C, 25 MPa) to avoid issues with thermal expansion and sealing, and to simplify quantitative spectroscopy. A full discussion on the difficulties of placing the Raman cell in the hot zone can be found elsewhere \[[@bib2], [@bib3], [@bib4]\]. A 785 nm fiber-optic Raman laser is operated at 300 mW to excite the molecules in the optical volume, and spectra are collected in the backscatter configuration. A sapphire ball lens focuses the excitation light 0.6 mm in front of the lens, which protrudes 0.5 mm into the flow. Five replicate spectra, each with a total integration time of 20 s, are collected and averaged for each operational condition. This reduces noise and ensures that minor spectral constituents are accurately represented. The dark signal is automatically subtracted by the MarqMetrix system, which results from the spontaneous generation of electrons in the detector and is measured by the spectrometer under no laser excitation \[[@bib5]\]. The fluorescent background is subtracted semi-manually using a MATLAB routine.

Raman spectra of certain molecules contain large fluorescent background signals which must be subtracted to obtain useful data. Water generates significant fluorescence; thus, fluorescent background subtraction is needed to analyze aqueous mixtures \[[@bib5]\]. The background signal follows a linear shape, with a maximum value at low wavenumbers and a minimum value at high wavenumbers, but linear subtractions generate large errors. Various algorithms and methods exist for fluorescent background subtraction, including polynomial fits, wavelet algorithms, manual subtractions, and others \[[@bib6], [@bib7], [@bib8]\]. For consistent data analysis, a semi-manual background subtraction algorithm was implemented in MATLAB, based on the knowledge that only Raman peaks from sapphire, water, formic acid, CO, CO~2~, and H~2~ exist in the Raman spectra. The Raman spectral intensity should theoretically be zero at wavenumbers where known Raman peaks do not exist. The MATLAB code defines anchor points where the Raman spectrum should be zero and interpolates between these points to form a baseline. This baseline is then directly subtracted from the measured spectrum. Additionally, each spectrum is normalized by the major sapphire peak, which should be constant for all collected data, but could vary slightly due to optical variations. By normalizing, the effects of these optical variations on the collected spectra are removed. The MATLAB code used for this semi-manual subtraction is included with the data files and can be generalized for spectra of different mixtures. [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates the efficacy of the baseline subtraction algorithm.Fig. 23.6 wt% formic acid in DI water (a) before fluorescent background subtraction and (b) after baseline subtraction.Fig. 2

Quantitative spectroscopic techniques are implemented using PEAXACT to extract concentration measurements from Raman spectra. The magnitude of a molecule\'s Raman spectrum scales linearly with its molar concentration, thus peak heights and peak areas are directly proportional to molar concentration. In order to accurately measure peak height or area, a compound must have a dominant characteristic peak in a "spectral window," where no other Raman peaks exist. For regions in which multiple characteristic peaks of separate compounds are convoluted, hard modeling or indirect hard modeling (IHM) can be used to calculate molar concentrations. Hard modeling relies on modeling characteristic peaks as pseudo-Voigt curves, and each compound is assigned a pure spectrum which contains all of its respective peaks. The pure spectra are then superposed to create a best-fit of the analyzed spectrum, with the resulting weightings corresponding to molar concentrations \[[@bib9],[@bib10]\]. Accurate calibration is needed for all quantitative spectroscopy techniques. Corresponding product yields extracted from each Raman spectra are presented in Ref. \[[@bib1]\], following a calibration method proposed by Beumers et al. \[[@bib11]\].
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